PURDUE RESEARCH MAKES HISTORY

Technology assisting nonverbal children with autism wins Autism Hero and CAM 10 Awards. Purdue played major role in building space program. Purdue alumni inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame. 10-year-old Purdue grad still works in southern Indiana. Purdue astronauts most popular, but thousands of fellow alumni enable giant leaps. Purdue grad launches into new role on ISS. Purdue grad wants his invention to reduce food deserts. Purdue grad helped stop global cyberattack. NASA picks Purdue grad for 2019 mission. Purdue professor elected a fellow of National Academy of Inventors. Making a difference for the future: Purdue professor focuses on improving sustainability with jet fuel research. Purdue uses 20 material to make memory ICs. Purdue professor appointed to endowed chair in crop sciences.

THREE MINUTE THESIS

FOUNDED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND

2019 PURDUE UNIVERSITY THREE MINUTE THESIS COMPETITION

An 80,000 word thesis takes 9 hours to present...they will have 3 minutes. Watch as 10 graduate students share their research - and make history.

APRIL 16, 2019 • 7:00 P.M. • LOEB PLAYHOUSE

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE SCAN THE QR CODE OR VISIT THE FOLLOWING LINK: https://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/professional-development/competitions/3mt.php